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Appendices

Success case:
Ours:
teddy bear, 99.5%
bear, 0.43%
honey, 0.02%

In appendices, we provide additional information for our
main paper, including implementation details of network architecture, visualization of zero-shot inference with a large
number of target categories from LVIS dataset, and experiment results for ablation study.

CLIP:
fleece, 11.2%
shawl, 1.9%
turban, 1.8%

A. Additional Implementation Details

Ours:
chocolate cake, 12.9%
truffle chocolate, 12.8%
chocolate mousse, 7.8%

During pretraining, the visual encoder of our model
was initialized by a pretrained CLIP model. During transfer learning, the visual backbone of our detector was initialized by our pretrained visual encoder. Both our visual encoder and backbone adopt the implementation from
CLIP [2] whose ResNet is slightly different from the standard ResNet [1]. According to the public code base of
CLIP1 , there are three architecture changes: (1) three
“stem” convolutions with an average pooling are used instead of one “stem” convolution with a max pooling. (2)
Anti-aliasing strided convolutions were used where an average pooling was prepended to convolutions with stride
larger than 1. (3) The final pooling layer is a self-attention
layer instead of an average pooling.

CLIP:
tape, 2.7%
razorblade, 0.97%
truffle chocolate, 0.84%

Failure case:
Ours:
ferret, 8.8%
cub, 8.1%
shepherd dog, 5.4%
CLIP:
grizzly, 9.3%
cub, 8.8%
gorilla, 8.1%

B. Additional Visualization
Our pretrained models can predict the customized object
concepts by simply replacing the language embeddings of
target categories. Fig. 1 visualizes results of zero-shot inference with ground-truth boxes and 1203 categories from
LVIS dataset, instead of the small set of 65 categories from
COCO dataset. We show the top-3 predictions for each region with their confidence scores.
As shown by the successful cases in Fig. 1, our pretrained model can correctly recognize the image regions
while the CLIP model often fails to predict the correct la* Work done as an intern at Microsoft
1 https://github.com/openai/CLIP

Figure 1. Visualization of zero-shot inference on COCO dataset
with ground-truth boxes. Without finetuning, the pretrained models are asked to predict 1203 categories from LVIS dataset. We
show the top-3 predicted categories from our pretrained model and
pretrained CLIP model. (Image IDs: 776, 13597, 17029)

bels (e.g., “teddy bear” is predicted by our model with a
high confidence score 99.5%). Interestingly, other than the
most-confident category, our model can also predict reasonable categories with top-3 scores (e.g., “bear” in 1st exam-
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Pretraining
Dataset

Concept
Pool Source

COCO Cap
CC3M
CC3M

COCO Cap
COCO Cap
CC3M

COCO
Zero-shot Inference
All (RPN) All (GT)
28.0
26.8
26.5

62.8
61.4
60.8

COCO
Generalized (17+48)
Novel Base All
26.8
31.4
29.1

54.8
57.1
56.0

47.5
50.4
49.0

Table 1. Ablation study on the pretraining datasets and the source
of concept pool.

ple and “truffle chocolate” in 2nd example). Even in the
failure case where both CLIP and our model fail to recognize the dog as most-confident category, our model can
still recognize the image region as visually similar concepts
(e.g., “ferret” and “cub”) or a fine-grained type of dog (e.g.,
“shepherd dog”). On the contrary, CLIP predicts less visually similar concepts, such as “grizzly” and “gorilla”.

C. Additional Ablation Study
We report additional ablation studies following the ablation setup in our main paper, and report results on both
transfer learning and zero-shot inference.
Pretraining dataset and concept pool. Table 1 probes into
the effects of pretraining dataset and concept pool. Using
COCO Cap or concepts from COCO achieves better results
for zero-shot inference (62.8 vs. 61.4 vs. 60.8 AP50 with
GT boxes), as COCO Cap shares the same images as the
detection task. However, the model pretrained on CC3M
achieves significant boost on transfer learning (50.4 vs. 47.5
vs. All AP50), potentially due to its exposure to rich visual
concepts in CC3M.
Teacher model and student model. Table 2 studies the
effects of using different teacher and student models. Compared with the default setting at first row, using ResNet50x4
as the teacher model can largely improve the zero-shot inference performance (+4.2 AP50 with GT boxes). However, in the transfer learning setting, the performance using
a stronger teacher remains roughly the same (both are 50.4
AP50 for All). When we further replace the student model
with ResNet50x4, the transfer learning performance is significantly boosted (+5.3 AP50 for All), but the zero-shot inference performance remains (29.6 vs. 29.3 AP50 with RPN
boxes). Based on these results, we conjecture that zeroshot inference performance relies on the teacher model that
guides the region-text alignment, while transfer learning is
more likely constrained by the capacity of student model.
Focal scaling. Table 3 studies the effects of focal scaling
during transfer learning. With focal scaling, the finetuned
detector achieves a better balance between novel categories
and base categories on COCO dataset. We conjecture that
the detector overfits to the small set of base categories in
COCO (e.g., 48 base categories), which hurts the general-

Teacher
Backbone

Student
Backbone

RN50
RN50x4
RN50x4

RN50
RN50
RN50x4

COCO
Zero-shot Inference
All (RPN) All (GT)
26.8
29.3
29.6

61.4
65.6
65.5

COCO
Generalized (17+48)
Novel Base All
31.4
30.8
39.3

57.1
57.3
61.6

50.4
50.4
55.7

Table 2. Ablation study on COCO with different teacher and student models in pretraining. All models are pretrained on CC3M.

Focal Scaling

✓

COCO
Generalized (17+48)
Novel Base All
22.6
31.4

58.5
57.1

49.1
50.4

Table 3. Ablation study on effects of focal scaling during transfer
learning for object detection.

ization on novel categories. Focal scaling effectively alleviates the potential overfitting.
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